ASYNCHRONOUS MEASUREMENT OF CDV IN ATM NETWORKS USING OAM CELLS
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ABSTRACT

The synchronisation between source and destination clocks at network nodes to a common reference time of day is important in order to achieve accurate measurements of cells delays in ATM networks. Otherwise, direct measurement of the cell transfer delay and cell delay variation using time-stamped OAM cells would be inaccurate. In this work, a method for the accurate measurement of cell delay variation using OAM cells, which does not rely on synchronised clocks at the measurement points is presented. This is achieved by assuming that each ATM switch has the capability to process and to modify the information contained in the OAM cells. The system presented here was modelled by means of a block-oriented network simulator (BONeS), which is a graphically-oriented, general-purpose simulation language for modelling and simulating communications networks, including ATM networks. The measurements of the cell delay variation were carried out on a VBR video source generated by a real MPEG-2 encoder with a fixed quantizer step size. The simulation results obtained show that measurements of the cumulative cell delay variation carried out without synchronised clocks at the measurement points were very closed to those obtained using synchronised clocks at the measurement points.

RESUMEN

La sincronización entre los relojes fuente y destino en nodos de red a una hora del día, es importante para obtener mediciones exactas del retardo de celdas en redes ATM. De lo contrario, la medición directa de la variación del retardo de celdas usando estampas de tiempo en celdas OAM resultaría inexacta. En este artículo, se presenta un método para medir con exactitud la variación del retardo de celdas en redes ATM usando celdas OAM, el cual no requiere de sincronización de relojes entre los puntos de medición. Esto es obtenido, considerando que cada switch ATM tiene la capacidad para procesar y modificar la información contenida en las celdas de monitoreo OAM. El sistema presentado aquí fue modelado por medio de un simulador de redes orientado a bloques (BONeS), el cual permite modelar y simular redes de comunicaciones, incluyendo redes ATM. Las mediciones fueron realizadas utilizando una fuente de video del tipo VBR, generado por un codificador MPEG-2 real con un cuantizador de paso fijo. Los resultados de simulación muestran que las mediciones de la variación acumulativa del retardo de celdas, realizadas sin la sincronización de relojes entre los puntos de medición, fueron muy similares a aquellas obtenidas usando relojes sincronizados entre los puntos de medición.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In ATM networks, the information is asynchronously transmitted using virtual connections where cells follow a fixed route and their sequence integrity is respected. Cells are forwarded from one switch to another along the ATM connection. Due to queuing, cells of a given connection experience different transfer delays along the network. This phenomenon is referred as Cell Delay Variation (CDV) [1, 2]. Because of the asynchronous nature of the ATM technique, CDV is a critical QoS parameter in ATM networks [3], especially for real-time applications where source and destination are required to remain synchronised [4].

In ATM networks, in-service monitoring methods are based on operation and maintenance (OAM) cells. The in-service performance monitoring technique proposed in standards [5, 6] for ATM networks, consists of the insertion of OAM cells between blocks of N user cells at any virtual path or virtual channel termination or connecting point, and then may be copied or extracted at any similar point at the end of the connection or the segment being monitored, as Figure 1 illustrates. Each OAM cell contains information about its preceding block of user cells. At the destination, this information is compared with the received block of user cells in order to estimate QoS parameters such as cell transfer delay, cell delay variation, cell loss ratio, etc. [7, 8].

Figure 1. In-service performance monitoring method.

This information may be locally recorded and/or to the source node using an OAM cell by activating the backward reporting function [9-11], as illustrated in figure 2. The recommended block sizes (N) are 128, 256, 512, and 1024 user cells.

Figure 2. Performance monitoring OAM cell.

From figure II, we can observe that “time stamp” (TS) is an optional field, but it may be used to represent the time at which the OAM cell was inserted, so it is intended to be used for cell delay measurements. We used this field to measure the QoS parameter CDV.

2. SYNCHRONOUS MEASUREMENT OF THE CDV USING OAM CELLS

To measure the end-to-end cell delay variation using the method above mentioned, the following procedure was used: at the source node, the transmitted OAM cell payload contains the time at which the cell was transmitted. The destination node subtracts this time from the time at which the cell was received to determine the cell transfer delay for that cell. Then, individual measurements of cell transfer delays are used to calculate the statistics of the cell transfer delays.
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delay distribution (mean, variance, etc.) and consequently to obtain the CDV. We define the CDV [12], as the standard deviation of cell transfer delays observed at the output of a connection endpoint with reference to the input of that connection endpoint:

\[
CDV = \sqrt{\frac{\sum (CTDi - CTD)^2}{N}}
\]  

(1)

Where, \( CTDi \) is the transfer delay of the \( i \)th cell of the connection, \( CTD \) is the mean value of the cell transfer delay, and \( N \) is the total number of cells transmitted. When the measurement points are the source and the destination nodes, we call this measure end-to-end CDV. Likewise, when the measurement points are the input and the output of an ATM switch, we call this measure local CDV. In this OAM-based performance monitoring procedure, intermediate switches are not allowed to process the information contained in the OAM cells. They simply relay OAM cells without modifying or adding information. Also, according to the standards, this method requires synchronised clocks to the same time of day at the measurement points [13]. In an ATM network composed of a number of nodes, if the time of day distribution (TOD) among network nodes were accurate, the TOD error (difference in time between source and destination clocks) would be zero. However, in practice, the TOD error can be by the order of a few seconds [14]. Therefore, the synchronisation between source and destination clocks at network nodes to a common reference time of day is important to achieve accurate measurements of cell delays in ATM networks. Otherwise, direct measurement of the cell transfer delay and cell delay variation using time-stamped OAM cells would be inaccurate [14]. A common approach to synchronisation is the use of the Global Positioning System (GPS), which involves the reception of radio signals of 24 satellites [15]. However, for B-ISDN networks with a large number of nodes, this solution would be expensive. In the following section, a method for the accurate measurement of the cell delay variation using time-stamped OAM cells, which does not rely on the availability of synchronised clocks to the same time of day at the measurement points is introduced.

3. ASYNCHRONOUS MEASUREMENT OF THE CDV USING OAM CELLS.

To measure accurately the end-to-end cell delay variation using OAM cells, without the need for clock synchronisation between the measurement points, as required in the current OAM-based performance monitoring procedure, the following procedure was used: the input-to-output OAM cell delays are computed at each ATM switch, using time stamps. This is done by time stamping each received OAM cell at a switch input, and reading the time stamp before it leaves the switch. The difference between the input and output times (input-to-output delay) is stored in an empty field in the OAM cell before it is transmitted. Here, each ATM switch is provided with external capabilities to process and to modify the information contained in the OAM cells with the information collected by each switch. As the OAM cells pass through each switch, the time stamp fields in the OAM cell accumulate the cell transfer delays measured at every switch along the connection. The fixed propagation delays were previously calculated and added at each ATM switch. At the destination, the last time stamp field recorded the value of the end-to-end cell transfer delay experienced by the OAM cells along the ATM connection. Then, individual measurements of end-to-end cell transfer delays were used to calculate the end-to-end CDV, using the formula (1).

4. EXPERIMENTS DESCRIPTION

This section compares the methods explained in sections 2 and 3, which allow the measurement of the end-to-end CDV using time-stamped OAM cells, with and without synchronised clocks at the measurement points. To do that, the end-to-end CDV was measured in an ATM network in two scenarios, by using simulation. In the first system, the cumulative CDV (CDV0, CDV1, etc.) was measured from the source node (reference measurement point) to the output of each ATM switch (including the associated fixed propagation delays) using time-stamped OAM cells, as illustrated in figure 3. The cumulative CDV measured between the source and destination nodes corresponds to the end-to-end CDV.
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Figure 3. Measurement of the CDV with synchronised clocks.

In this experiment, intermediate ATM switches were not allowed to process the information contained in the OAM cells. They simply relayed the OAM cells without modifying or adding information. Also, the source and destination clocks at the measurement points, were synchronised to the same time of day.

In the second system, in order to measure the end-to-end CDV, the input-to-output cumulative cell delays (D0, D1, etc.) were measured at every ATM switch using time-stamped OAM cells. Then, the associated fixed propagation delays (previously calculated) were added to the measured cell delays and the resulting cell transfer delays (CTD0, CTD1, etc.) were stored in empty OAM cell fields. For example, the first switch stores the CTD0 in the field 0, the second switch stores the value that results from adding CTD0 to CTD1 in the field 1, and so on, as figure 4 illustrates. At the destination, the end-to-end CTD and consequently the end-to-end CDV were obtained and computed. The cumulative CDV measured at the destination node corresponds to the end-end CDV.

Figure 4. Measurement of the CDV without synchronised clocks.

In this experiment, each ATM switch was provided with external capabilities to process and to modify the information carried out by the OAM cells. Also, the source and destination clocks at the measurement points, were not synchronised to the same time of day.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the simulation results obtained from measuring the cumulative CDV using time-stamped OAM cells, with and without synchronised clocks at the measurement points, for ATM network configurations of 4, 8, and 16 ATM switches connected in tandem. The system presented in figures 3 and 4 was modelled by means of a block-oriented network simulator (BONeS) software, which is a graphically-oriented, general-purpose simulation language for modelling and simulating communications networks, including ATM networks [3, 16]. The measurements of the CDV were carried out on a VBR video source of 5 Mb/s. The traffic of the VBR video source was generated by a real MPEG-2 encoder with a fixed quantizer step size. The quantizer step size was chosen such that SIF (source intermediate format) image sequences (352 x 288 lines, 25 Hz) were coded at a mean bit rate of...
approximately 5 Mb/s. Also, for the purpose of measuring the cell transfer delay and cell delay variation on the VBR video source, buffers of all ATM switches were chosen large enough to avoid congestion. The network load was chosen to be 0.7 in all links, along with an insertion rate of 1 OAM cell for every 128 user cells.

All figures show that the measurements of the cumulative CDV carried out without synchronised clocks at the measurement points were very close to the results obtained from the measurement of the cumulative CDV using synchronised clocks at the measurement points.

**Figure 5. Cumulative CDV measured by using 4 ATM switches.**

**Figure 6. Cumulative CDV measured by using 8 ATM switches.**

**Figure 7. Cumulative CDV measured by using 16 ATM switches.**

Both methods have advantages and disadvantages. The advantage with the synchronised clocks is that intermediate ATM switches do not have to process the information contained in the OAM cells. They simply relay the OAM cells without modifying or adding information. Thus, ATM switch implementations can be simple. One disadvantage is that for the reasons above mentioned, the capabilities of this measurement method are limited. For instance, it is not possible to measure the local cell transfer delay, as well as, the local cell delay variation with this method. Another
disadvantage is that this method requires synchronised clocks at the measurement points to the same time of day. Otherwise, the direct measurement of cell transfer delays using time-stamped OAM cells will result inaccurate. From the simulation results obtained, the second method (figure 4) presented in this work has the advantage that it can accurately measure the end-to-end CDV using time-stamped OAM cells, without the need for clock synchronisation at the measurement points, as required by the first method (figure 3). A possible disadvantage of this method is that each intermediate ATM switch must be able to monitor, process, modify, and to generate the OAM cells. This may increase the complexity of ATM switches. However, this increase in complexity may be justifiable as long as more measurements parameters and network statistics are required in ATM networks.
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